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Promotion of widespread use of

heat pumps
Increase in problems that must be
urgently resolved

Approaches taken at national level

ri
of energy

Setting of strategic targets
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No CO2 emissions at places
of demand

CO2 Emissions Reduction Potentials of Heat
Pumps and Thermal Storage Systems in Japan
(Residential & Business Sectors)

CO2 emissions
reduction
potential: about
100 million tons
of CO2 in Japan

About 98.5 million tons of
CO2 (about 67% reduction)

The photovoltaic and wind
power energy supplied in
Japan amounts to 654,000
kiloliters (oil equivalent)

About three times
as much
Heat energy in the air
utilized by heat pumps
amounts to 1,725,000
kiloliters (oil equivalent)
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Cooling urban areas
Cooled air
15°
C

Hot water
90°
C

If heat pump equipment are
installed at all households in
Tokyo (about 4 million units)

Water
15°
C

there is an effect of lowering
the temperature by about 0.5°
C

Input heat in
the air into water
Air that contains
urban waste heat
25°
C
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Viewpoint of Energy Security

Improvement in "Energy Security" by Heat Pumps Utilizing
Ambient Heat and Highly Efficient Power Sources

The synergistic effect of promotion of decarbonization on the demand side through
utilization of atmospheric heat energy and an increase in shares of non-fossil fuels on the
supply side contributes to the improvement in energy security.

Carbon-free Society
on the Demand Side

Energy Strategy
<Residential field>

Decarbonization in energy supply

○ Combination of various energy sources in
consideration of their characteristics to reinforce
energy security.

Solar energy

●High-efficiency refrigerator

Nuclear power station

Aiming at the cutting-edge energy supply
and demand structure
○ Diversification and decentralization of energy
sources
○ Maintenance of appropriate surplus energy supply
capacity to cope with tight supply and demand
○ Promotion of carbon-free nuclear energy

Heat Pumps also Contribute to Stabilization
of Supply Systems.
○ Wider use of highly efficient heat pumps constrains
the peak of energy consumption.

Hydroelectric power station

Collection
and
utilization of
atmospheric
heat 3-6
times as

Best
Thermal power station mixture

Renewable energy

Only heat
pumps can
utilize
unused
energy

○ Increased use of thermal storage systems
contributes to the progress in terms of load leveling.
→ Surplus energy supply capacity increases (In the
case of Japan, if 20 million units of Eco Cute are
installed (one out of every two households), the
share of nuclear energy exceeds 50%.)

●Heat pump clothes washing
and drying machine

Heat pumps

○ Improvement in self-sufficiency through expansion
of utilization of nuclear energy and renewable
energy, efficient utilization of fossil fuels, etc.

Atmospheric
heat

●Heat pump water heater
(Eco Cute)

●Heat pump floor heating
●High-efficiency heat pump
air-conditioner

<Business field>
● High-efficiency heat pump

●Heat pump water heater for
business use

Unused energy
River water
Treated sewage
Seawater

●Thermal storage heat pump

<Urban development and plant>

Supply System
not Dependent
on Fossil Fuels
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Utilization of mature and established power
transmission and distribution networks
Universal infrastructure that has been built up over the years

○ Quick restoration of overhead line systems damaged by major
earthquakes, etc.
○ No need to invest in new infrastructure

●Heat pumps that utilize
unused heat

●Process cooling and
warming by heat pumps

Creation of CO2-free society
○ Efforts not to emit CO2 at places of
demand are necessary.
○ Reduction in dependence on primary
energy (direct combustion of fossil fuels)
○ Shift to utilization of secondary energy
(electric power) and renewable energy
(wind power and atmospheric heat)
○ Heat energy in the air (energy
conservation) is homemade energy.

Heat pump technology as a
carbon-free technology
○ Heat energy produced by combustion is
replaced with atmospheric heat energy.
○ Heat pump technology that can produce
heat energy without combustion is a
carbon-free technology.

Achievement of energy load
leveling
○ Promotion of load leveling of energy is
effective for efficient operation of
equipment. Energy cost is also reduced.
○ It is possible to shift daytime energy
demand for air-conditioning to nighttime,
and create energy demand for hot water
supply during nighttime by combining
heat pumps with thermal storage systems
as the "energy utilization technology that
goes beyond time and space."
○ The use of heat pumps in combination
with electricity storage systems is also
effective.

Toward a Demand System not
Dependent on Fossil Fuels
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Heat pumps can contribute to significant
energy conservation in heating, cooling and
hot water supply that consume a lot of energy
in both developed and developing countries.

Heat pumps for use in conventional heaters,
coolers and refrigerators are the top runner models
of energy conservation, and are the "leading-edge
environmental technology" as represented by the
advent of new environmental products in the heat
utilization equipment and
field such as water
heaters, clothes washing
and drying machines, etc.
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Overall Viewpoint

Energy Conservative World Where Heat Pumps
Are Fully Utilized

Wind power station

Hydroelectric
power station

Ambient heat

House

Air conditioning: Highly-efficient air conditioner, heat
pump floor heating
Hot water supply: Eco Cute (heat pump water heater)
Others: Heat pump water heater under sink, heat
pump dryer, and etc.

Photovoltaic
power station

Commercial
buildings

Office buildings

Air conditioning: Highly-efficient heat pump,
thermal storage heat pump space
Hot water supply: Eco Cute (heat pump water
heater) for offices
Others: Heat pump used both as a showcase and
air conditioner

Local area energy
system

Nuclear
power station
Centralized heat source:
Highly-efficient heat pump
Heat pump using unused
energy

Keys toward simultaneous achievement of both global warming prevention and stable energy supply are
"to do without carbon," "to do without burning" and "to build a society using the highly efficient
energy." The society in the 21st century should be the most promising and highly realizable, as long as
"heat pumps" are fully utilized with the best possible use of clean and inexhaustible "ambient heat" and
other various unused energies very efficiently.

NAS batteries

Office
Wall hanging heat
pump water heater

Air handling unit

Under sink heat pump
water heater
Shop space
Thermal storage refrigerating
and air conditioning system

Heat transfer among buildings:
heat pump using waste heat

Air-cooled heat pump type
(thermal storage air conditioning)

Ambient heat

Shop

Office work space

Showcase

Thermal storage tank

Ambient heat

Unused energies
(river water, sewage
treatment water, and etc.)

House

Heat pump water
heater integrated
with a unit bath

Use of heat pump
snow melting system
is possible in cold
districts

Thermal
power station

Heat pump for both showcase and
air conditioner (using waste heat
by showcase)

Thermal storage tank

Local area
energy system

Ventilating system
with built-in waste heat
recovery heat pump

Heat pump water
heater under sink
Using
waste
heat

Ambient
heat

Ambient heat

Heat pump
bathroom dryer

Heat pump air conditioner
with floor heating function

Cellphone
Home network using
telephone lines
communication system

Non-chlorofluorocarbon
heat pump refrigerator
Remote control

Heat pump dish
washer

Ambient heat

Ambient heat

Heat pump air conditioner

Ambient
heat

Heat pump cold
water washer
Heat pump
washing and
Using waste heat
Heat pump
drying machine
water heater
Hot water
Using waste heat
storage tank (Eco Cute)

Heat pump load heating
(for cold districts)
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Underground
heat

Heat pump air
conditioner with floor
heating function

Sewage and river water

Heat pump unit
Ambient heat

Electric
vehicle
Floor heating
using heat
pump

Heat source equipment
(highly-efficient heat pump)

In case of disaster,
hot water in the
tank can be used
as daily life water

Waste heat from
a bathtub is
reused for hot
water supply
To sewage

Ambient heat
Cold water
tank

Hot water
tank

Using unused energy
Heat waste generated during
the process of cooling water is
directly used for heating water
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